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Abstract
The application of the tolerance paradigm to security – intrusion tolerance – has been raising
a good deal of attention in the dependability and security communities. This paper is concerned
with a novel approach to intrusion tolerance. The idea is to use privileged distributed components –
generically designated by wormholes – to support the execution of intrusion-tolerant protocols, often
called Byzantine-resilient protocols in the literature.
The paper introduces the design of wormhole-aware intrusion-tolerant protocols using a classical
distributed systems problem: consensus. The system where the consensus protocol runs is mostly
asynchronous and can fail in an arbitrary way, except for the wormhole, which is secure and syn-
chronous. Using the wormhole to execute a few critical steps, the protocol manages to have a low
time complexity: in the best case, it runs in a single round, even if some processes are malicious. The
protocol is also arguably faster than classical Byzantine protocols, because it does not use public-key
cryptography in runtime. The protocol has the interesting feature of not being bound by the FLP
impossibility result.
∗This work was partially supported by the EC, through project IST-1999-11583 (MAFTIA), and by the FCT,
through the Large-Scale Informatic Systems Laboratory (LASIGE) and projects POSI/1999/CHS/33996 (DEFEATS) and
POSI/CHS/39815/2001 (COPE).
1 Introduction
Nowadays, attacks and intrusions perpetrated by malicious hackers are important problems faced by
any computer infrastructure. These faults fall into the category of arbitrary faults, which sometimes
have been called “Byzantine” faults [22]. The work reported in this paper has been developed within
MAFTIA, a recently finished project that investigated the application of the fault tolerance paradigm to
security [1, 35]. In this project we explored two recent key ideas on distributed systems architecture.
The first are wormholes, enhanced subsystems which provide processes with a means to obtain a few
simple privileged functions and/or channels to other processes, with “good” properties otherwise not
guaranteed by the “normal” environment [32]. For example, a wormhole might provide timely or secure
functions and communication in, respectively, asynchronous systems or Byzantine environments. The
second key idea is architectural hybridization, a well-founded way to substantiate the provisioning of
those “good” properties on “weak” environments. For example, if we assume that our system is essen-
tially asynchronous and Byzantine, we should not simply (and naively) postulate that parts of it behave
synchronously or securely. Instead, those parts should be built in a way that our claim is guaranteed with
high confidence.
This paper explores a timeliness and security wormhole, a device called the Trusted Timely Comput-
ing Base (TTCB). Technically, the TTCB is a secure real-time and fail-silent (crash) distributed compo-
nent. The applications run in a “normal” system, which puts no restrictions on the type of failures that
might happen and has no time bounds on the execution of operations or communication, i.e., a typical
asynchronous Byzantine system. Normally, applications for these environments would suffer in effi-
ciency and/or determinism. However, the TTCB is locally accessible to any process in the system, and
the touchstone of our approach is that at certain points of their execution applications can rely on it to
execute correctly (small) crucial steps of the protocols. Figure 1 shows a networked system with a TTCB
wormhole. The reader intrigued by the feasibility of building a wormhole might wish to refer to [10] for
a description of the implementation of a TTCB using architectural hybridization.
The present paper shows how a wormhole can be used to support the execution of a Byzantine-
resilient (or intrusion-tolerant) protocol. More specifically, the paper presents a consensus protocol based
on the TTCB. Consensus is a classical distributed systems problem with both theoretical and practical
interest. Over the years, other distributed systems problems have been shown to be reducible or equiv-
alent to consensus, for instance, total order broadcast (see, e.g., [19]). Consensus has been studied in a
large number of systems with different characteristics, such as the synchronous and asynchronous time
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Figure 1: Architecture of a system with a TTCB.
models, with distinct types of failures ranging from crash to arbitrary. A survey of early work can be
found in [16]. On asynchronous systems, consensus has been shown to be constrained by the FLP im-
possibility result, which says that it is impossible to solve consensus deterministically in a completely
asynchronous system [17]. Consequently, various researchers have proposed ways to circumvent this
limitation, by using randomization techniques [29, 3, 4], by making synchrony assumptions on the be-
havior of the system [14, 15, 33], by using failure detectors [7] or ordering oracles [27], and by imposing
conditions on inputs [26].
The paper goes to some extent in the direction of extending the system with an oracle, although
the objective does not resume to circumventing FLP. Therefore, the contribution of the present paper
is not limited to a new consensus protocol. The issue is mostly to answer questions like: how can we
use a synchronous agreement protocol (the most relevant TTCB service used by the protocol) to obtain
asynchronous consensus? How can we use a secure agreement protocol, on fixed size and limited size
values, to obtain a Byzantine-resilient consensus protocol? How can we use a distributed component –
the wormhole – to assist the execution of a protocol that runs mostly outside of it?
The paper shows how the TTCB wormhole can be used to support a consensus protocol with very
interesting features. Firstly, the protocol has low time complexity: in the best case, it runs in a single
round, even if some processes are malicious. Secondly, the protocol is arguably faster than classical
Byzantine protocols, because it does not use digital signatures based on public-key cryptography in
runtime, a well-known bottleneck in similar protocols. Thirdly, the protocol is not bound by the FLP
impossibility result, given the characteristics of the TTCB. Fourthly, the protocol manages to be always
safe, and to require only a very weak synchrony assumption about the local processors for termination.
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The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: The system model and the TTCB are presented
in Section 2. The TTCB services used by the protocol are introduced in Section 3. The consensus
problem and the protocol are described in Section 4. Section 5 evaluates the protocols in terms of the
time and message complexities. Section 6 discusses related work and Section 7 concludes the paper.
2 System Model
2.1 System Architecture
The architecture of the system can be seen as a classical Byzantine asynchronous distributed system
(designated here by payload system) augmented with the TTCB wormhole. Figure 1 illustrates the
architecture: the parts in white constitute the augmented subsystem, which in security terminology would
be called a real-time distributed security kernel. All the applications and protocols are executed in the
payload system, except for occasional calls to the wormhole.
In each host there is a local TTCB, which is a small component conceptually separated and protected
from the remainder of the host (the operating system and other software). The local TTCBs are all
interconnected by a control channel which is assumed to be secure. Collectively, the control channel
and the local TTCBs are called the TTCB [10]. The payload system is composed by the usual software
available in hosts (such as the operating system and applications) and the payload network (the usual
network allowing communication among the various nodes, e.g., Ethernet/Internet). Throughout the
paper we assume that the protocol is executed by processes in the hosts, which communicate through the
payload network and occasionally call the TTCB to execute one of its services.
2.2 Fault Model
Fault-tolerant systems are usually built using either arbitrary or controlled failure assumptions. Arbitrary
failure assumptions consider that components can fail in any way, although in practice constraints have
to be made (e.g., that less than one third of the processes fail). These assumptions are specially adequate
for systems with malicious faults –attacks and intrusions [1]– since these faults are induced by intelligent
entities, whose behavior is hard to restrict or model. Controlled failure assumptions are used for instance
in systems where components can only fail by crashing. Architectural-hybrid failure assumptions bring
together these two worlds: some components are constructed to fail in a controlled way, while others
may fail arbitrarily. In this paper we assume such a hybrid fault model, where all system components are
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assumed to fail arbitrarily, except for the TTCB that is assumed to fail only by crashing 1.
The payload system is insecure and to most extent asynchronous. In relation to insecurity, this
means that processes running in the payload system – including the processes that execute the protocol
in this paper – can fail in an arbitrary way. They can, for instance, give invalid information to the TTCB,
stop communicating, or start colluding with other malicious processes. The payload system is also asyn-
chronous, i.e., it has the following characteristics: unbounded or unknown processing delays; unbounded
or unknown message delivery delays; unbounded or unknown local clock drift rates. Nevertheless, to
ensure the termination of the protocol we will have to make a weak assumption on the processing delays.
The TTCB has two fundamental characteristics: it is secure and synchronous. In relation to security,
it is built to fail only by crashing, albeit inserted in a system where arbitrary, even malicious faults do
occur. The component is expected to execute its services reliably, even if malicious hackers manage to
attack the hosts with local TTCBs and the payload network. The TTCB is also a synchronous subsystem
capable of timely behavior, in the line of the precursor Timely Computing Base work [36]. In other
words, it is possible to determine a (maximum) delay for the execution of the TTCB services. The local
TTCBs clocks are synchronized.
The design and implementation of a TTCB wormhole based on COTS components was presented
in detail elsewhere [10]. Here, for the benefit of the reader, we provide some ideas about a few different
possibilities for implementation. The TTCB is assumed by the protocols to be secure, therefore it has to
be isolated from the rest of the system. For the local part, the best way to do this would be to implement
the local TTCB inside a hardware appliance board of some kind (e.g., a PC104 board with its own
processor and memory). In a COTS-based design – the implementation currently available – a different
approach has to be used. The local TTCB resides inside the real-time kernel, which is hardened in order
to enforce security. This version of the local subsystem has less coverage of the security assumptions
than the one based on hardware, but has the advantage of allowing us to freely distribute the TTCB by
the research community for test and evaluation2. Solutions for the control channel can range from a
dedicated Ethernet LAN (the one we use in the prototype) to some sort of virtual private network (e.g., a
set of ISDN, Frame Relay or ATM connections). The LAN solution can be assumed to be secure if it is
1There is some research on hybrid fault models, starting with [25], that assumes different failure type distributions for
system nodes. These distributions would be hard to predict or constrain in the presence of malicious failures introduced by, for
example, hackers. Our work is not related to that research but to the idea of architectural hybridization, in the line of works such
as [28, 34], where failure assumptions are in fact enforced by the architecture and the construction of the system components,
and thus substantiated.
2Available at: http://www.navigators.di.fc.ul.pt/software/tcb/
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a short-range, inside-premises closed network, connecting a set of servers inside a single institution. For
WANs, a combination of cryptographic techniques and space domain replication (parallel channels) can
be used to prevent most attacks. The implementation of the local TTCB requires a real-time operating
system. The current prototype uses RTAI, a real-time kernel based on Linux and that runs on standard PC
hardware [8]. The control-channel has also to be predictable in terms of time behavior. This is obtained in
LANs, ISDN, and other networks with guaranteed bandwidth by controlling the traffic generated [10, 6].
2.3 Communication Model
The protocol relies on channels that abstract some of the communication complexity. Each pair of
processes p and q is interconnected by a secure channel, defined in terms of two properties:
• SC1 Eventual reliability. If p and q are correct and p sends a message M to q, then q eventually
receives M.
• SC2 Integrity. If p and q are correct and q receives a message M with sender(M) = p, then M was
sent by p and M was not modified in the channel. 3
Each pair of correct processes is assumed to share a symmetric key known only by the two. With
this assumption, the two properties above can be easily and efficiently implemented. Eventual reliability
is obtained by retransmitting the messages periodically until an acknowledgment is received. Message
integrity is achieved by detecting the forgery and modification of messages through the use of Message
Authentication Codes (MACs) [24]. A MAC is basically a cryptographic checksum obtained with a
hash function and a symmetric key. They are usually considered to be three orders of magnitude faster
to calculate than digital signatures. A process adds a MAC to each message that it sends, to allow the
receiver to detect forgeries and modifications. Whenever such detection is made, the receiver simply
discards the message, which will be eventually retransmitted if the sender is correct.
3 TTCB Services
The TTCB provides a limited number of security- and time-related services [10]. Here we introduce only
the three services used in the protocol presented in the paper.
The Local Authentication Service allows processes to authenticate the local TTCB, obtain an unique
identifier (called eid) and establish a shared symmetric key with it. The objective of this key is to protect
3The predicate sender(M) returns the sender field of the message header.
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the communication between the process and the wormhole. For example, when a result arrives from a
TTCB service, the process can use the key to verify the authenticity and integrity of the data. If the key
is discovered by an attacker, a personification attack becomes possible, and consequently the process
has to be considered failed. In terms of assumptions, the local authentication service substantiates the
assumption that the communication among processes and the TTCB is reliable. We consider that every
process executing a protocol during its initialization called the local authentication service and obtained
an eid. The execution of the local authentication service is the only moment when the protocol uses
asymmetric cryptography [10].
The Trusted Absolute Timestamping Service provides globally meaningful timestamps, since the
local TTCB clocks are synchronized. In practice this service provides a clock which is available at all
hosts with a local TTCB. This clock is also secure, i.e., an attacker can not modify it.
3.1 Trusted Block Agreement Service
The main service used by the consensus protocol is the Trusted Block Agreement Service, or simply TBA
Service. This service delivers the result obtained from an agreement on the values proposed by a set
of processes. All payload processes receive the same result from the TTCB, since the TTCB is secure.
The values are blocks with small size, 20 bytes in the current implementation. Additionally, the TTCB
resources are limited so this service should be used only to execute critical steps of protocols, which run
mostly outside the wormhole.
The TBA service is formally defined in terms of the three functions TTCB propose, TTCB decide
and decision. A process proposes a value when it calls TTCB propose. A process decides a result when
it calls TTCB decide and receives back a result (TTCB decide is non-blocking and returns an error if
that execution of the service did not terminate). The function decision calculates the result in terms of
the inputs of the service. The result is composed of a value and some additional information that will be
described below. Formally, the TBA service is defined by the following properties:
• TBA1 Termination. Every correct process eventually decides a result.
• TBA2 Integrity. Every correct process decides at most one result.
• TBA3 Agreement. If a correct process decides result, then all correct processes eventually decide
result.
• TBA4 Validity. If a correct process decides result then result is obtained applying the function
decision to the values proposed.
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• TBA5 Timeliness. Given an instant tstart and a known constant TTBA, the result of the service is
available on the TTCB by tstart+TTBA.
The interface to the TBA service consists in two function calls:
tag,error ←TTCB propose(eid, elist, tstart, decision, value)
value,proposed-ok,proposed-any,error ←TTCB decide(tag)
The parameters have the following meanings. eid is the identification of a process before the TTCB,
provided by the Local Authentication Service. elist is an array with the eid’s of the processes involved
in the TBA 4. tstart is a timestamp that indicates the instant when proposals for the TBA are no longer
accepted and the TBA can start to run inside the TTCB. The objective is to prevent malicious processes
from postponing TBAs indefinitely. decision indicates the decision function used to calculate the result.
There is a set of decision functions but the protocols in this paper use only one that returns the value
proposed by more processes, designated TBA MAJORITY. If there are several values with the same
number of proposals, one is chosen. value is the value being proposed. The TTCB knows that proposals
pertain to the same TBA when (elist, tstart, decision) are the same.
TTCB propose returns a tag, which is used later to identify the TBA when the process calls TTCB decide,
and an error code. Notice that, even if a process is late and calls TTCB propose after tstart, it gets the
tag and later can get the result of the agreement by calling TTCB decide. This second function returns
four things: (1) the value decided; (2) a mask proposed-ok with bits set for the processes that proposed
the value that was decided; (3) a mask proposed-any with bits set for the processes that proposed any
value (before tstart); and (4) an error code.
4 Consensus
This section describes a consensus protocol tolerant to Byzantine faults. For presentation simplicity, we
start by explaining how to reach consensus on a value with a small number of bytes, and then this result
is extended by removing this limitation.
The consensus protocol utilizes as building block the TBA service. The reader however, should
notice that, as tempting as it might be, it is not possible to solve the consensus problem in the payload
system simply by using the TBA service of the TTCB. In fact, the problem does not become much simpler
4Notice that we may use “TBA” to denote “an execution of the TBA service”, not the service itself.
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because the protocol still needs to address most of the difficulties created by a Byzantine asynchronous
environment. For instance, since the protocol runs in the asynchronous part of the system, it can not
assume any bounds on the execution of the processes, on the observed duration of the TTCB function
calls, or on the message transmission times. Moreover, since processes can be malicious, this means
that they might provide incorrect values to the TTCB or other processes, or they may delay or skip some
steps of the protocol. What we aim to demonstrate is that the ‘wormholes’ model, materialized here by
the TTCB, allows simpler solutions to this hard problem.
4.1 Consensus Problem
The consensus protocol is executed by a finite set of n processes P = {p1, p2, ...pn}. The protocol
tolerates up to f = bn−13 c faults. This has been proved to be the maximum number of faulty processes
for consensus in asynchronous systems with Byzantine faults [4].
The problem of consensus can be stated informally as: how do a set of distributed processes achieve
agreement on a value despite a number of process failures? There are several different formal definitions
of consensus in the literature. In the context of a Byzantine fault model in asynchronous systems, a
common definition [14, 23, 20] is:
• CS1 Validity. If all correct processes propose the same value v, then any correct process that
decides, decides v.
• CS2 Agreement. No two correct processes decide differently.
• CS3 Termination. Every correct process eventually decides.
The Validity and Agreement properties must always be true otherwise something bad might happen.
Termination is a property that asserts that something good will eventually happen. In the case all correct
processes propose the same value, Validity guarantees that it is the value chosen, even in the presence
of alternative malicious proposals. If correct processes propose different values, the consensus protocol
is allowed to decide on any value, including on a value submitted by a malicious process. In systems
with only crash faults, the Validity property can be stated in a more generic form: “if a correct process
decides v, then v was previously proposed by some process”. However, this definition is not adequate
with Byzantine/arbitrary faults because a failed process does not just crash, as a matter of fact, usually it
can be impersonated. Another common definition of consensus for Byzantine settings is vector consensus
or interactive consistency, in which processes agree on a vector of values proposed by a subset of the
processes involved [13, 2].
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4.2 Block Consensus Protocol
The block consensus protocol reaches consensus on a value with a limited number of bytes. When com-
pared with other Byzantine-resilient consensus protocols, block consensus is quite simple since most of
its implementation relies on the TBA service of the TTCB, and no information has to be transmitted
through the payload channel. Nevertheless, it serves to illustrate two interesting features of our system
model. First, it demonstrates that it is possible to construct a consensus protocol capable of tolerating
arbitrary attacks based on an agreement protocol that was developed under the crash fault model. Since
crash-resilient protocols are much more efficient than the Byzantine-resilient kind, we expect block con-
sensus to exhibit very good performance. Second, it shows: (i) how a protocol running under the asyn-
chronous model can interact with one running synchronously (in the TTCB); and (ii) how the protocol
relates to the FLP impossibility result and how the addition of a weak synchrony assumption is required
to guarantee termination (Section 4.4).
The protocol is presented in Algorithm 1. The arguments are the list of the n processes involved in
the consensus (elist), a timestamp (tstart), and the value to be proposed (value). tstart has to be the same
in all processes. For the participants, this requirement is similar to what is observed in other consensus
protocols where all processes have to know in advance a consensus identifier. However, the identifier
conveys a meaningful absolute time to the TTCB: processes despite being time-free, can agree on a
value obtained from the Trusted Absolute Timestamping service to synchronize their participation to the
consensus. The number of bytes of value should be the same as the size imposed by the TBA service
(currently 20 bytes). In case it is smaller, padding is done with a known quantity (e.g., with zero). The
number of processes which can fail is f = bn−13 c, as stated above.
The protocol works in rounds until a decision is made. In every round, each process proposes a
value to the TBA (line 4) and gets the result (lines 5-7). In each round the value decided by TBA is the
value proposed by most processes (decision function TBA MAJORITY). The protocol terminates when
one of the conditions is satisfied (line 10):
1. at least f + 1 processes proposed the same value v: this condition implies that at least one correct
process proposed v. Therefore, either (1) all correct processes proposed v or (2) not all correct
processes proposed the same value. In both cases, the protocol can terminate and decide v.
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Algorithm 1 Block consensus protocol (executed by every process).
1 function consensus(elist, tstart, value)
2 round ←0; {round number}
3 repeat
4 out prop ←TTCB propose(eid, elist, tstart, TBA MAJORITY, value);
5 repeat
6 out dec ←TTCB decide(out prop.tag);
7 until (out dec.error 6= TBA RUNNING);
8 tstart ←tstart + T ∗ func(α, round); {α ∈ [0, 1[}
9 round ←round+1;
10 until (f + 1 processes proposed the same value) or (2f + 1 processes proposed);
11 decide out dec.value;
2. at least 2f + 1 processes proposed a value but no subset of processes with the same value has a
size larger than f : this condition implies that some correct processes proposed distinct values. In
this case, the protocol can terminate and decide on any value. For example, our implementation
will choose the most proposed value, if it exists.
Both conditions can be tested using the two masks returned by TTCB decide. The first one is
constructed with the proposed-ok mask and the second one can be evaluated with the proposed-ok and
the proposed-any masks (Section 3.1). The TBA execution starts when either all processes have proposed
a value or time reaches tstart. Block consensus assumes that eventually there is a round when enough
processes manage to propose to the TBA before tstart. ‘Enough’ here is defined in terms of the two
conditions that allow the protocol to terminate. The algorithm keeps retrying until this happens (lines
3-10).
The tstart of the next round is calculated by adding a quantity to the previous tstart, computed using
constants T and α, and function func (line 8): func is a monotonically increasing function of round,
where α controls the slope, α ∈ [0, 1[. For example, linear (func ≡ 1 + α ∗ round), or exponential
(func ≡ (1 + α)round). Thus, by increasing the period of retry upon each repetition, we will eventually
manage to get enough processes to propose. There is an interesting tradeoff here: with a larger tstart the
probability of termination in real systems increases, since more time is given for proposals; on the other
hand, if one process is malicious and does not propose, then a larger tstart will delay the execution of
the TBA service, and consequently the consensus protocol. Incidentally, note that processes, being time-
free, are totally unaware of the real-time nature of tstart, they just deterministically increase an agreed
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Figure 2: Block Consensus protocol example execution (with n=4 and f=1).
number, which is only meaningful to the TTCB.
At this stage the reader might ask: but why run several agreements inside the TTCB in order to
make a single consensus outside it? Running a single TBA is not enough? The answer has to do with
the intrinsic real-time nature of the TTCB and the TBA service, and the asynchrony of the rest of the
system. When a process calls TTCB propose it provides a tstart, i.e., a timestamp that indicates the
TTCB the instant when no more proposals are accepted to the TBA identified by the arguments (elist,
tstart, decision). The process that calls TTCB propose is in the asynchronous part of the system therefore
we can never assume that the process will call TTCB propose before instant tstart, regardless of the value
of this parameter. The consequence of this to the consensus protocol is that each round any number of
processes may not be able to propose before tstart. This is the reason why the protocol may have to run
several rounds and call successive TBAs, until ‘enough’ processes manage to propose before tstart, i.e,
until the condition in line 10 is satisfied.
Figure 2 illustrates an execution of the protocol in a system with four processes where p1 is mali-
cious. In the example, p1 and p2 are able to propose on time for the first TBA. p4 starts on time, but is
delayed for some reason (e.g., a scheduling delay) and proposes after tstart(1). Therefore, it will get an
error from the TBA service, and its value will not be considered in the agreement. p3 is also delayed,
and only starts to execute after tstart(1), and consequently, its proposal is also disregarded. When the
TBA finishes, all processes get the result, which in this case will be based on the proposals from p1 and
p2. Since p1 is malicious, it attempts to force an incorrect decision by proposing v1 that is different from
the value of the correct processes (which is v). Nevertheless, since none of the conditions is satisfied
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(line 10), another round is executed. Here, process p1 skips the proposal step, but two correct processes
manage to propose before tstart(2). In the end, all correct processes will be able to decide, since the first
condition will be true.
The correctness of the protocol is proved in Appendix A.
4.3 General Consensus Protocol
For presentation simplicity, we first described the block consensus protocol, which achieves agreement
on a data value with at most the size of the TBA service block. This section presents a consensus protocol
without this limitation. The general consensus protocol makes use of the payload channel to multicast
the values being proposed, and then utilizes the TBA service to choose which value should be decided.
The number of processes which can fail is also f = bn−13 c.
The protocol is presented in Algorithm 2. The arguments have the same meaning as in the block
consensus. Each process starts by initializing some variables5, and then it multicasts the value through
secure channels to the other processes (line 6). Next, the protocol works in two phases, where it runs a
minimum of one round in the first phase, but depending on the values and on the timing of the proposals,
it may need several rounds in both phases.
In the first phase processes propose to the TBA a hash of their own value (line 11). A secure hash
function is a one-way function assumed infeasible to invert, which compresses its input and produces
a fixed sized digest (e.g, algorithm SHA gives a 20 byte output), that we will for simplicity call the
hash [24] 6. It is also assumed infeasible to find two texts that yield the same hash. This phase and the
protocol both terminate if f + 1 processes propose the same hash to the TBA (line 19). In this case,
the value decided is the one that corresponds to that hash (lines 20, 23, and 26). Since f + 1 proposed
the hash, then at least one of the processes has to be correct. Consequently, it is safe to use that value
as the decision (the argument is equivalent to the first condition of block consensus). Moreover, since a
correct process always starts by multicasting its value through reliable channels, then we can be sure that
eventually all correct processes will receive the value, and will be able to terminate.
The protocol enters the second phase when 2f + 1 processes proposed a hash but no subset greater
than f proposed the same one (lines 17-18). This situation only happens when the correct processes do
not have the same initial value. In this case the definition (Section 4.1) allows any value to be chosen. The
5∅ is the empty bag. ⊥is a value outside the range of valid hashes.
6The size of the value of the TBA service is 20 bytes precisely to take a hash of the size currently considered to be ‘secure’,
i.e., 20 bytes.
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Algorithm 2 General consensus protocol (executed by every process).
1 function consensus(elist, tstart, value)
2 hash-v ←⊥; {hash of the value decided}
3 bag ←∅; {bag of received messages}
4 round ←0; {round number}
5 phase ←1; {protocol phase}
6 multicast(elist, tstart, value) to processes in elist; {send value through payload channel}
7 loop
8 repeat
9 if (phase = 2) then {phase 1: use my value — phase 2: choose a value from a process}
10 value ←{M.value : coord = (round mod n) ∧ M=nextSenderMesg(coord, elist, bag) };
11 out prop ←TTCB propose(eid, elist, tstart, TBA MAJORITY, Hash(value));
12 repeat
13 out dec ←TTCB decide(out prop.tag);
14 until (out dec.error 6= TBA RUNNING);
15 tstart ←tstart + T ∗ func(α, round);
16 round ←round+1;
17 if (2f + 1 processes proposed) and (less than f + 1 processes proposed the same value) then
18 phase ←2;
19 until (f + 1 processes proposed the same value); {decision condition}
20 hash-v ←out dec.value;
21 when receive message M
22 bag ←bag ∪ {M};
23 when (hash-v 6= ⊥) and (∃M∈bag : Hash(M.value) = hash-v)
24 if (phase = 2) then
25 multicast M to processes in elist except those that proposed Hash(M.value);
26 decide M.value;
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simpler solution would be to choose a pre-established value, e.g., zero. However, it is more interesting to
make the protocol agree on one of the various values proposed. This is the purpose of the second phase.
The second phase uses a rotating coordinator scheme [30]. Each round a different process becomes
the coordinator (coord = round mod n), and then its value is selected as the (potential) decision.
Processes pick the value of the current coordinator to propose it to the TBA. If this value is not
available (for instance, because it was delayed or the coordinator crashed), then it is necessary to choose
another value. In our case, we decided to use a simple deterministic algorithm where a process goes
through the elist until it finds the first process whose message has already been received (implemented
by function nextSenderMesg(), line 10). Basically, the process first tries to see if the message from
coord = elist[k mod n] has arrived, then it tries for elist[(k+1)mod n], next for elist[(k+2)mod n],
and so on, until a message is found. There is the guarantee that at least one message will always exist
because the initial multicast (line 6) immediately puts one message in the bag 7. This algorithm has
the interesting characteristic that it skips processes that did not manage to send their value, allowing the
consensus to finish faster.
Since the value being decided might have been proposed by a malicious process, an extra precaution
has to be considered. The malicious process might have sent the value just to a sufficiently large subset
of processes to ensure that a decision could be made (e.g., f processes). Then, the rest of the processes
would never get the decided value – they would only get the corresponding hash. To solve this problem,
processes have to retransmit the value to the other processes (lines 24-25). The masks from TTCB decide
are used to determine which processes are these.
The correctness of the protocol is proven in Appendix A.
4.4 FLP Impossibility Result and Termination
Fischer, Lynch and Paterson showed that consensus in an asynchronous system has the possibility of
nontermination if a single process is allowed to crash [17]. Throughout the years, several proposals have
been made to circumvent this FLP impossibility result, for example, by using randomization [29, 3, 4]
or by making partial synchrony assumptions [14].
The system we consider is not fully asynchronous but a combination of asynchronous (payload)
and synchronous (TTCB), so FLP does not apply. The precise boundaries in terms of communication
synchrony, hosts synchrony and message delivery order in which the impossibility of consensus tolerant
to k faults exists were detailed in a paper by Dolev et al. [11]. How does the block consensus protocol fit
7We use the word ‘bag’ to denote a set of messages. A bag does not have an order and does not store duplicated data.
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in the categories in that paper? The hosts are asynchronous but the communication is done through the
TBA, therefore it is synchronous. The protocol does not receive messages but results of the TBA, and all
correct processes execute the same TBAs in the same order, therefore the communication is also ordered.
All processes receive the same results of the TBAs so the communication can be classified as ‘broadcast’.
The receive and send operations (decide/propose in this case) are not atomic. With this scenario the paper
concludes, for the crash failure model, that there is no bound on the number of faults that the protocol
can tolerate, therefore FLP does not apply. The crucial issue is the communication being ordered: the
conclusion would be the same even if the communication was asynchronous. In relation to the general
consensus protocol, the same reasoning applies to the consensus about the hash of the value proposed.
The transmission of the value through the payload network does not involve a consensus, therefore FLP
does not apply also.
To ensure the termination of the consensus protocol, it is necessary to make a weak synchrony
assumption about the execution of the processes. The protocol, however, was built in such a way that
even if this assumption is never verified, it never violates the Agreement and Validity properties, i.e., it
is always safe.
The protocol is executed in rounds and in each round processes attempt to propose a value to the
TBA service before tstart. If in one of the rounds enough processes are capable of providing their values
on time, then they are able to exit the main loop, and complete the consensus protocol. Therefore, the
assumption that guarantees termination is: eventually there will be a round when at least 2f+1 processes
manage to call TTCB propose before the tstart deadline 8. This is a very weak assumption since it is
only about the hosts (not the network) and it is required to eventually occur (it does not have to happen
at a specific cycle).
This weak synchrony assumption ensures that at least f + 1 or 2f + 1 processes make progress.
What happens to the remaining correct processes? The TTCB keeps results of the previous TBAs and
all other correct (but slower) processes will eventually manage to get the TBA data, and also terminate
consensus.
5 Protocol Evaluation
This section evaluates the two versions of the consensus protocol in terms of time and message complex-
ity. Since both versions use the TBA service in their implementation, we start by giving a brief overview
8In the general consensus protocol, if correct processes propose different values, it is necessary two (non-contiguous) rounds.
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of the current implementation of this service.
5.1 TBA Service
The TBA service is implemented inside the TTCB by an agreement protocol tolerant to crash faults and
under the synchronous time model. The protocol has been described in [10], but we sketch it here for the
reader to recall how it works and its complexity.
The TTCB control channel is assumed to fail only by crashing (partitioning) and by omitting mes-
sages (loosing or corrupting some packets due to accidental faults). The probability of benign omissions
in a network in an interval of time can be measured and defined with a high probability [10, 9]. This
value is usually called the omission degree (Od). When a process proposes before tstart, the value and
some control information are put in a table and multicasted to all local TTCBs Od+ 1 times, in order to
tolerate omissions in the control channel. A local TTCB can calculate the result of a TBA if one of two
conditions hold: (1) if it has the proposals from all processes in elist, or (2) if t ≥ tstart+TTBA, where
t is the current instant and TTBA is the maximum duration for the execution of the protocol (it can be
calculated since the TTCB is synchronous) 9. TTBA includes a factor with the maximum asynchronism
among the local TTCB clocks, since the synchronization protocol can not reduce it to zero. Finally, when
a process calls TTCB decide, if one of the two conditions is satisfied the TTCB returns the result (value
and masks); otherwise it returns an error.
5.2 Time Complexity
The time complexity of distributed algorithms is usually evaluated in terms of number of rounds or
phases. Using this method, the two versions of the protocol described take one round in the best case,
i.e., in a run where no failures occur. However, since these criteria can be ambiguous, Schiper introduced
the notion of latency degree [31]. The idea is based on a variation of Lamport’s logical clocks which
assigns a number to an event [21], with the following rules:
1. send/multicast and local events at a process do not change its logical clock;
2. the timestamp carried by message M is defined as ts(M) = ts(send(M))+1, where ts(send(M))
is the timestamp of the send(M) event;
3. the timestamp of a receive(M) event on a process p is the maximum between ts(M) and the
timestamp of the event at p immediately preceding the receive(M) event.
9This basic protocol does not tolerate all local TTCB crashes. The fault-tolerant version can be found in [10].
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The notion has to be extended for systems with a wormhole. We have to introduce new rules for the
distributed wormhole services, i.e., to the services that involve communication in the control channel. A
distributed wormhole service can be defined in terms of two events: w send and w receive. The event
w send represents the moment when a process calls a service to start the communication. The event
w receive represents the moment when the process gets the result of the execution of the distributed
service. In relation to the TTCB TBA service, the event w send corresponds to a call to TTCB propose;
w receive corresponds to a call to TTCB decide if it returns the result of the TBA. The new set of rules
is:
4. a call to a local wormhole service or a w send event at a process do not change its logical clock
value;
5. the timestamp associated to a call to a distributed wormhole service A is defined as ts(A) =
ts(w send(A)) + 1, where ts(w send(A)) is the largest timestamp of the w send events per-
formed for A;
6. the timestamp of a w receive(A) event on a process p is the maximum between ts(A) and the
timestamp of the event at p immediately preceding the w receive(A) event.
These new rules were defined considering the current implementation of the TBA protocol. The
protocol consists basically in every local TTCB sending the value proposed by its local process(es) to
the other local TTCBs. Applying the original rules for send and receive events (rules 1-3), we derived
the rules for TTCB propose and TTCB decide, and extrapolated to the generic rules for w send and
w receive (rules 4-6).
Let us now define latency degree. For an execution of a consensus algorithm C, the latency of C is
the largest timestamp of all decide events. The latency degree of C is the minimum possible latency of C
over all possible executions [31].
Now we calculate the latency degree for both consensus protocols applying the rules above. The
logical clocks start with 0 at every process.
• Block consensus protocol: (1) the TBA has ts(A) = 1 (rules 1, 4, 5); (2) the call to TTCB decide,
event w receive(A), has a timestamp of 1 at every host (rule 6); (3) every process decides at line
11 with that logical clock value so the latency degree of the protocol is 1.
• General consensus protocol: All correct processes with same value: (1) multicast at line 6 has
ts(M) = 1 (rules 1, 2); (2) the TBA started at line 11 has also ts(A) = 1 (rules 1, 4, 5); (3) if
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a process receives a message, the timestamp is 1 (rule 3); (4) all processes decide with a logical
clock value of 1 (rule 6), and therefore the latency degree is 1. Correct processes with distinct
values: (1) (2) and (3) are the same; (4) processes enter in phase 2 and execute another TBA with
ts(A1) = 2 (rules 4, 5); (5) all processes decide with a logical clock value of 2 (rule 6), and
therefore the latency degree is 2.
Protocol Latency degree Requirements
Dwork et al. [14] 4 Signed messages
Dwork et al. [14] 7 –
Malhki & Reiter [23] 9 or 6 Signed messages
Kihlstrom et al. [20] 4 Signed messages
Block consensus 1 TTCB
General consensus 1 or 2 TTCB
Table 1: Latency degrees for some Byzantine-resilient consensus protocols.
Table 1 compares the latency degrees of both versions of the protocol with other asynchronous
Byzantine-resilient protocols that solve similar consensus problems. Although this comparison may
seem awkward or unfair, the reader should notice that comparing protocols based on different system
models is a common practice in the distributed systems literature. Just to give one among many possible
examples, [14] compares consensus protocols: in synchronous vs asynchronous systems; and with fail-
stop vs omission vs Byzantine faults (with and without digital signatures). We also argue that this kind of
comparison is useful to compare both protocols and models, especially in a paper like this that explores
a recent system model.
The table shows that our protocols have the best latency degree. The translation into execution time
is far from trivial, but in our case we can say that the best case execution time of the protocols is the
minimum time for executing a single TBA, which is in the order of 4 ms with the current TTCB im-
plementation. Although we are not aware of any measurements of consensus execution times, protocols
that rely on signatures have to use public-key cryptography, and therefore they are allegedly slower than
ours.
In the presence of process failures, both versions of the protocol also have small latency degrees
because they are mostly decentralized. Block consensus continues to have a latency degree of 1, and
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General consensus has a latency degree of 1 in case all correct processes start with the same value. The
other protocols presented in Table 1 are all based on a (rotating) coordinator scheme, and therefore, their
performance might be affected by the failures (e.g., the first coordinators are all malicious). For instance,
the latency degree of the protocols by Dwork et al. [14] can be as high as 4(f + 1) for the protocol with
signed messages, and 6(f + 1) + 1 for the other protocol.
5.3 Message Complexity
The message complexity of a protocol is evaluated in terms of the number of transmissions in the payload
channel. Both versions of the protocol have the additional cost of performing TBAs which use the control
channel. Table 2 shows the total number of messages sent by our protocols in the payload channel,
considering the cases when a multicast is a single message (label “multicasts”), or when it is (n − 1)
“unicasts” (plus a local delivery) of the same message.
Best case Worst case
Protocol Multicasts Unicasts TBAs Multicasts Unicasts TBAs
Block consensus 0 0 1 0 0 no limit
General consensus n n(n− 1) 1 2n n(n− 1)+ no limit
+n(n− f − 1)
Table 2: Message complexities for the consensus protocols.
6 Related Work
The past twenty years saw several variations of the consensus problem presented in the literature. Con-
sensus protocols can decide on a 0 or 1 bit (binary consensus), on a value with undefined size (multi-value
consensus), or on a vector with values proposed by several processes (vector consensus or interactive
consistency). Several Byzantine-resilient consensus protocols were proposed, using different techniques
to circumvent FLP.
Recently several works applied the idea of Byzantine failure detectors to solve consensus [23, 20,
13, 12, 2]. All these protocols use signatures implemented with public-key cryptography. Any process p
can generate a signature S(p, v) that cannot be forged, but which other processes can test. Likewise, they
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are all based on a rotating leader/coordinator per round. Malkhi and Reiter presented a binary consensus
protocol in which the leader waits for a number of proposals from the others, chooses a value to be
broadcasted and then waits for enough acknowledgments to decide [23]. If the leader is suspected by the
failure detector, a new one is chosen and the same procedure is applied. The same paper also described a
hybrid protocol combining randomization and an unreliable failure detector. The protocol by Kihlstrom
et al. also solves the same type of consensus but requires weaker communication primitives and uses a
failure detector that detects more Byzantine failures, such as invalid and inconsistent messages [20].
Doudou and Schiper present a protocol for vector consensus based on a muteness failure detector,
which detects if a process stops sending messages to another one [13]. This protocol is also based on a
rotating coordinator that proposes an estimate that the others broadcast and accept, if the coordinator is
not suspected. This muteness failure detector was used to solve multi-value consensus [12]. Baldoni et
al. described a vector consensus protocol based on two failure detectors [2]. One failure detector detects
if a process stops sending while the other detects other Byzantine behavior.
Byzantine-resilient protocols based on partial synchrony assumptions, both with and without sig-
natures, were described by Dwork et al. [14]. The protocols are based on a rotating coordinator. Each
phase has a coordinator that locks a value and tries to decide on it. The protocols manage to progress and
terminate when the system becomes stable, i.e., when it starts to behave synchronously.
Other techniques were also used to circumvent FLP in Byzantine-resilient consensus protocols. Ran-
domized/probabilistic protocols can be found in [4, 5]. More recently, the condition-based approach was
introduced as another means to circumvent FLP [26, 18]. Protocols based on this approach satisfy the
safety properties but termination is guaranteed only if the inputs verify certain conditions.
The consensus protocol presented in the paper is one of the first existing protocols based on the
TTCB wormhole. Previously we designed a Byzantine-resilient reliable multicast protocol [9]. This
protocols uses the TBA basically to multicast a reliable hash of a message. The current paper shows a
different way of using the TTCB TBA service: to make a voting on the values proposed by the processes,
and to decide when enough processes voted the same, or simply voted something. Reliable multicast is
known not to be bound by FLP, even in fully asynchronous systems.
7 Conclusion
The need for more trustworthy systems in a widely connected world is raising an increasing interest in the
development of practical Byzantine-resilient protocols and applications. In this context, we are exploring
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a secure and real-time wormhole – the TTCB – to support the execution of this type of protocols.
The objective of the current paper is twofold: (1) to show the power of the wormhole model; and (2)
to show how to develop novel algorithmic solutions in the model. These goals are pursuit by presenting a
consensus protocol. Although this protocol may seem simple, it requires a new algorithmic perspective,
since it is based on a dual system, both in terms of time and security. We are also not aware of any
consensus protocol built on the top of a “low-level” simple agreement service.
This paper defines two versions of the consensus protocol. Both versions have very low time and
message complexities (latency degree is at least twice as good as the other protocols analyzed). They do
not require public-key cryptography, which is currently considered one of the most important sources of
overhead of Byzantine-resilient protocols. Finally, the paper shows how a TTCB-based protocol manages
not to be constrained by the FLP impossibility result, although a weak synchrony assumption is required
for termination.
Present and future work is and will follow in several directions. Firstly, we are analyzing how to
remove the need for the synchrony assumption. Secondly, we are designing a vector consensus algorithm
based on our wormhole model. Thirdly, we are also developing an intrusion-tolerant dynamic group
communication system, with its own membership service and an atomic multicast primitive.
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A Correctness Proofs
This section proves that Protocols 1 and 2 solve consensus as defined by the properties of Validity,
Agreement and Termination in Section 4.1, provided that at most f = bn−13 c processes fail. We assume
the system model in Section 2 and the weak synchrony assumption in Section 4.4. We assume each
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process successfully called the Local Authentication service and established a secure channel with its
local TTCB before the execution of the protocols (Section 3). If an attacker manages to disclose the
pair (eid, key) established by this service, the secure channel is no longer secure so we considered the
process to be failed. We assume the TBA service satisfies its specification in terms of properties TBA1
to TBA5 in Section 3.1.
A.1 Block Consensus Correctness Proof
Theorem 1 If all correct processes propose the same value v, then any correct process that decides,
decides v (Validity).
Proof: The theorem applies only if all correct processes propose the same value v. There are at least
2f +1 correct processes since we assume f ≤ bn−13 c. The algorithm is basically a loop inside lines 3 to
10. All correct processes begin with the same tstart that works as the loop counter.
Each round of the loop, all correct processes call TTCB propose and get the result of the TBA
out dec calling TTCB decide (line 6). out dec contains the (or one of the) value(s) proposed by more
processes before tstart (due to property TBA4, with the decision function TBA MAJORITY) and the two
masks saying which processes proposed the value decided and which proposed any value before tstart.
Each round can satisfy one of two cases, depending on the number of processes k that proposed before
tstart:
Case 1 (k < 2f + 1): This case can be subdivided in another two. (Case 1a): If no f + 1 processes
proposed the value decided, then the loop goes to the next round (line 10). (Case 1b): If f + 1
processes proposed the value decided then this value is necessarily v, since there are at most f
failed processes (the theorem assumes all correct processes propose v). In the end of the round, the
loop terminates since f + 1 proposed the same value (line 10). The value v is decided (line 11).
Case 2 (k ≥ 2f + 1): In this case, at least f + 1 of the processes that proposed are correct and they are
the majority, since at most f can be failed. Therefore, the value decided by the TBA is v (line 6),
the loop terminates (line 10) and v is decided by the protocol (line 11).
Any correct process that decides, decides in cases (1b) or (2), therefore it decides v. 2
Theorem 2 No two correct processes decide differently (Agreement).
Proof: Two correct processes execute the same TBAs, since they start with the same tstart (Section 1)
and TBA returns the same values to all processes (property TBA3). Two correct processes exit the loop
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in the same round since they test the same condition (line 10) with the same results of TBA’s. They return
the same result for the same reason (line 11). 2
Theorem 3 Every correct process eventually decides (Termination).
Proof: The synchrony assumption in Section 4.4 states that eventually there is a round when at least
2f + 1 processes manage to call TTCB propose before one of the tstart deadlines. When that happens
all correct processes of that subset with at least 2f + 1 eventually decide (lines 5-11, given properties
TBA1 and TBA5). There may exist f correct processes which did not manage to call TTCB propose
before that tstart. However, they will make that call later, get the result of the TBA (line 6) and terminate
(lines 10-11). 2
A.2 General Consensus Correctness Proof
Lemma 1 If all correct processes propose the same value then the protocol does not change to phase 2.
Proof: The change to phase 2 is tested in line 17. If 2f + 1 processes proposed then at least f + 1 of
them are correct. Since we are considering that all correct processes proposed the same value, the second
part of the condition is not satisfied. Therefore, if the first part of the condition in line 17 is satisfied, the
second is not, and the protocol does not change to phase 2. 2
Theorem 4 If all correct processes propose the same value v, then any correct process that decides,
decides v (Validity).
Proof: The theorem applies only when all correct processes propose the same value v, therefore the
protocol does not change to phase 2 (Lemma 1). The phase 1 of the protocol is very similar to the Block
Consensus protocol, therefore the proof that any correct process that decides, decides the same hash
H(v) follows from the proof of Theorem 1. If a process is correct then it eventually receives its own
message with v (lines 6, 21). Therefore, any correct process that decides, decides v (lines 23, 26). 2
Theorem 5 No two correct processes decide differently (Agreement).
Proof: The proof that no two correct processes decide different hashes is similar to Theorem 2. If two
correct processes decide the same hash then they decide the same value due to the properties assumed
for the hash function (lines 23 and 26, Section 4.3). 2
Theorem 6 Every correct process eventually decides (Termination).
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Proof: The proof that either all correct processes eventually terminate in phase 1 (line 19) or they change
to phase 2 (line 17) is similar to the proof of Theorem 3.
Let us now prove that all correct processes in phase 2 eventually decide. All correct processes
multicast their values vi to all others (line 6). Attending to the communication model, eventually every
correct process receives the messages with the values vi from all correct processes. Line 10 chooses the
value vj proposed by the process with index (r mod n) in elist or the next one available. Again using
the reasoning of the proof of Theorem 3, eventually f +1 processes manage to propose the same H(vj),
which is decided by the TBA. If a process has the value vj in bag then it decides immediately (lines
19-20, 23-26). If a process p does not have the value vj then it will eventually receive it, since at least
one other correct process has vj (f + 1 processes have it) and multicasts it (line 24-25). After receiving
vj , p decides it (lines 21-26). 2
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